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Higher brain functions served by the lowly rodent primary visual cortex
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It has been more than 50 years since the first description of ocular dominance plasticity—the profound modification of primary visual cortex (V1) following temporary monocular deprivation. This discovery immediately attracted the intense interest of neurobiologists focused on the general question of how experience and deprivation modify the brain as a potential substrate for learning and memory. The pace of discovery has quickened considerably in recent years as mice have become the preferred species to study visual cortical plasticity, and new studies have overturned the dogma that primary sensory cortex is immutable after a developmental critical period. Recent work has shown that, in addition to ocular dominance plasticity, adult visual cortex exhibits several forms of response modification previously considered the exclusive province of higher cortical areas. These “higher brain functions” include neural reports of stimulus familiarity, reward-timing prediction, and spatiotemporal sequence learning. Primary visual cortex can no longer be viewed as a simple visual feature detector with static properties determined during early development. Rodent V1 is a rich and dynamic cortical area in which functions normally associated only with “higher” brain regions can be studied at the mechanistic level.

Ocular dominance plasticity and the critical period concept

Visual information is processed by a hierarchy of cortical processing regions that extract increasingly abstract features from images formed on the retinas (Hubel and Wiesel 1968; Felleman and Van Essen 1991; Riesenhuber and Poggio 1999; DiCarlo et al. 2012). Conscious perception somehow emerges from the distributed neural representations of visual information as they cascade through the brain. This basic conceptual framework, which has dominated the field for decades, relies in part on the assumption that primary visual cortex (V1) is an immutable feature detector with properties established during a well-defined “critical period” of developmental plasticity. The experimental roots of this model are based on Hubel and Wiesel’s pioneering work on the ascending visual pathway in cats. In a series of studies, made possible by the development of tungsten microelectrodes for in vivo recording (Hubel 1957), they established several important features of V1 that profoundly shaped how we understand the mechanistic basis of visual processing and experience-dependent cortical plasticity (Hubel and Wiesel 1962; Wiesel and Hubel 1963a,b, 1965; Hubel et al. 1976).

First, they found that projections from the two eyes, which remain segregated in the LGN, converge on single neurons in V1 (Hubel and Wiesel 1962). These binocularly responsive neurons have receptive fields in the two eyes with matched retinotopy and stimulus preference. That is, a stimulus (usually an oriented bar of light) found to elicit activity when presented to a specific location on the retina of one eye would also elicit activity when presented to the same retinal location on the other eye. They also found that neighboring neurons share similar orientation tuning preferences (Hubel et al. 1976). These observations implied a degree of synaptic specificity that seemed difficult, if not impossible, to accomplish through genetic coding alone, and suggested an important role for early sensory experience in fine-tuning cortical connectivity.

Second, they found that not all neurons are equally responsive to both eyes; some neurons respond relatively robustly to activity in one eye while others respond robustly to the other eye. They termed this property “ocular dominance” (OD). Importantly, the distribution of OD values depends on visual experience (Wiesel and Hubel 1963a,b, 1965). This was demonstrated by subjecting kittens to a period of monocular deprivation (MD), i.e., the temporary closing of one eyelid. Following MD most neurons in V1, which normally respond to stimulation from either eye, can be activated only by the eye that remained open. Despite the fact that the closed eye and optic projections remain intact, the visual cortex is no longer able to “see” the activity that it generated. This finding has been interpreted to show that synaptic connectivity is established via a competitive learning process, and OD plasticity quickly became the premier model system to study how activity drives the biophysical processes thought to accompany learning and memory.

Third, they found the effects of visual deprivation decrease with age (Hubel and Wiesel 1970). In kittens, the effects of MD taper off at ~3 mo of age. Before this point, restoration of normal vision following MD can cause lost function and cortical responsiveness to recover. After this, however, normal vision results in minimal recovery (Wiesel and Hubel 1965). This finding led to the important and influential idea that experience-dependent modifications to sensory cortex are restricted to a developmental window analogous to the critical period of early embryogenesis during which cell fate is irreversibly determined by local cellular interactions (Spermann and Mangold 2001). As a result, it is difficult or impossible for visual experience to change cortical
connectivity patterns after this window closes except in the dramatic case of neural damage (Kaas et al. 1990; Keck et al. 2008).

Rodent V1 reports stimulus familiarity

Most of the early studies investigating visual physiology and developmental plasticity were performed in cats or monkeys. Subsequent work has shown that rodent V1 shares many of the features from these animals including robust OD plasticity (Domenici et al. 1992; Fagiolini et al. 1994; Gordon and Stryker 1996; Sawtell et al. 2003). The mouse, in particular, has emerged as a model system in which the modern genetic toolkit can be leveraged to probe the mechanistic basis of experience-dependent developmental plasticity, both in wild-type mice and in animals carrying mutations that cause human disease. Like cats and monkeys, mouse V1 contains a topographic mapping of visual space (Wagor et al. 1980; Wang and Burkhalter 2007; Smith and Hauser 2010), has orientation-selective simple and complex cells (Ohki et al. 2005; Niell and Stryker 2008), and synaptic specificity at the level of single neurons (Ko et al. 2011). Because orientation-selective neurons are intermingled with a "salt-and-pepper" organization (Ohki et al. 2005), it is relatively easy to longitudinally sample the activity of neurons with a wide variety of response properties using chronically implanted recording electrodes, and visually evoked potentials (VEPs, visual stimulus-locked fluctuations in the local cortical field potential) can be used to assess both visual function and OD plasticity in awake animals (Huang et al. 1999; Porciatti et al. 1999; Sawtell et al. 2003; Frenkel and Bear 2004). One of the first surprises that emerged from studies of OD plasticity in mice using chronic recording methods is that it can persist well into adulthood (Sawtell et al. 2003; Hofer et al. 2006; Matthias et al. 2013).

Our laboratory also noticed that the trough-to-peak magnitude of VEPs, evoked by a high-contrast phase-reversing grating and recorded in awake animals using electrodes implanted in binocular V1 Layer 4 (see Fig. 1), increased steadily over recording days until they reached a plateau around the fourth or fifth day of stimulus presentation (Sawtell et al. 2003). The initial assumption was that "electrode drift", possibly due to gliosis or other compensatory response to electrode implantation, was responsible for this confounding instability. On closer examination, however, this potentiation was found to be highly specific for the spatial content of the visual stimulus used to elicit VEPs. As shown in Figure 1B, the potentiated response to a phase-reversing sinusoidal grating is lost when the same grating is rotated by 45°. In other words, baseline VEP magnitude is stable as long as a new orientation is used in each recording session. This effect, termed stimulus-selective response potentiation (SRP), depends on mechanisms shared with NMDA receptor-dependent long-term potentiation (LTP) and reflects the neural coding of stimulus familiarity (Frenkel et al. 2006; Cooke and Bear 2010).

Rodent V1 reports reward timing

The SRP phenomenon is fascinating in its own right and is potentially a powerful tool to study visual recognition memory and the pathophysiology of psychiatric disease (Cooke and Bear 2012). For the purposes of this review, however, there are two particularly salient observations. First, visual experience robustly and directly shapes the physiological response properties of V1 neurons in adult mice. Second, as shown using a variety of experimental approaches (for review, see Cooke and Bear 2014), changes in the physiological response properties are largely based on plasticity occurring in V1 and not feedback from higher cortical regions. These findings cast doubt on long-accepted ideas about adult primary visual cortex. The notion that V1 function is locked down after development, implied by the critical period concept, contrasts well with its presumptive function as a simple feature detector. SRP and other forms of perceptual learning (Gilbert and Li 2012), however, suggest that V1 may be able to learn a range of capabilities beyond those characterized for the case of normal vision.

Our laboratory set out to address this possibility directly by pairing visual stimulation with an ethologically salient reward. In a series of experiments (Fig. 2A,B; Shuler and Bear 2006), goggles were used to deliver full-field flashes to either the left or the right eye of water-deprived rats. This visual stimulus served as a cue to begin licking a dispenser which delivered a water reward following fixed temporal intervals (measured in number of licks). The duration of these intervals depended on which eye had been stimulated (or licks for the left eye, 2n for the right). In early trials, as expected, visual responses recorded in V1 lasted only as long as the flash (400 msec). After repeated presentations over several days, however, the same brief stimuli evoked responses that persisted until the time of reward delivery, even on trials during which reward was not delivered. In essence, neurons in V1 had learned to predict the time of anticipated rewards by responding to visual inputs with dynamics reflecting the stimulus–reward intervals established during the training period and not those of the visual stimuli actually evoking their activity.

These results challenge the traditional view of V1 by showing that activity in V1 neurons can both reflect past associations between sensory stimuli and gustatory rewards and can also explicitly represent neural instantiations of learned temporal intervals. These functions are normally ascribed to “higher processing” regions of the cortex and associated subcortical areas (Fuster and Jervey 1981; Schultz et al. 1997; Komura et al. 2001; Egorov et al. 2002; Leon and Shadlen 2003; Watanabe and Funahashi 2004), but not primary sensory areas. Models of the presumptive higher order plasticity in V1
V1 visual processing algorithm provide no explanation for why this temporal information should be available in V1 making it difficult to speculate on its functional consequences (although theoretical arguments against the standard feed-forward processing model have been made, e.g., Hochstein and Ahissar 2002). The observed neural activity, however, must result either from activity that emerges in the earliest visual processing stages or be feed-back from higher cortical areas (in which case the activity reported in V1 is a low-level reflection of high-order processes). Accumulating evidence puts the mechanism for learning reward-timing squarely within V1.

The first indication that the relevant plasticity occurs locally in V1 came from the fact that learned intervals did not transfer between the two eyes. There is no evidence that monocular segregation persists beyond V1, as would be required for any higher learning locus to pass monocularly segregated temporal representations back into V1, and parsimony alone argues that the relative simplicity of a local processing circuit is the most likely explanation. These findings might be explained if a modulatory input into V1 signifying reward-permitted long-term potentiation of recently active synapses within the local circuit.

This theoretical possibility was explored computationally in a series of papers that showed how reward-modulated plasticity of excitatory synapses in the V1 circuit could produce temporal representations with the same basic features seen experimentally (Gavornik et al. 2009; Gavornik and Shouval 2011; Shouval et al. 2013, 2014). This learning model posits that a globally available reward signal allows Hebbian-type associations, transiently encoded by the molecular precursors of LTP termed “proto-weights,” to be expressed as permanent synaptic modifications, and that ongoing activity in the network quashes additional potentiation once evoked activity correctly predicts the time of reward delivery. In addition to making specific testable predictions about how neural tuning curves and recurrent excitation can influence the dynamics of evoked responses, these models also demonstrate that the circuits in V1 constitute a sufficient substrate to express and learn temporal intervals. Although these computational works do support the idea temporal coding can occur in V1, they cannot identify the relevant biology actually used by the brain to do so. For instance, what is the “reward signal” required to encode time in V1?

Dopamine, which is often characterized as a modulatory reward signal (Schultz 1998), is an obvious candidate. Dopamine projections to V1 are relatively sparse (Papadopoulos et al. 1989), however, whereas cholinergic projections from the basal forebrain are robust and are known to be responsive to thirst satiation (Sullivan et al. 2003). The cholinergic system is also well-documented to play an important role in learning and memory (Hasselmo 2006), and subsequent experiments designed to test the theoretical predictions described above showed definitively that cholinergic activity is necessary to learn interval timing in V1 (Chubykin et al. 2013). First, targeted delivery of the immunotoxin 192-IgG-saporin was used to selectively lesion cholinergic projections to V1 in rats. In these experiments, V1 neurons were able to report intervals established before the lesion, but they were unable to update their activity to reflect new timings after the cholinergic projections were lost (Fig. 2C). Neurons in control animals, in contrast, were able to learn new intervals following sham injections. In addition to demonstrating the necessary role of the cholinergic system, these experiments are also highly suggestive that temporal interval coding occurs locally in V1 since the saporin was delivered only to V1.

Parallel efforts in slices of visual cortex, isolated from the rest of the brain in vitro, show that cholinergic modulation of activity in V1 is also sufficient to code temporal intervals. In these experiments, electrical white matter stimulation in cortical slices including area V1 was followed by brief application of carbachol (a cholinergic agonist) after a fixed interval. As was the case in vivo, extracellular recordings showed that Layer 5 neurons in naïve slices respond transiently to electrical stimulation with dynamics reflecting the stimulus duration. After the pairing protocol, evoked response durations accurately predicted the interval between electrical stimulation and carbachol delivery established during the training period (Fig. 2D). In addition to corroborating

---

**Figure 2.** Reward-modulated interval timing learned in V1. (A) Schematic of the in vivo experimental design and trial flow from Shuler and Bear (2006). Light flashes were delivered to either the left or right eye following nose pokes and the number of licks (i.e., time) required before water-reward delivery depended on which eye was stimulated. (B) In naive animals (top row), the duration of evoked responses (raster plots over PSTH) matched the stimulus duration (400 msec, indicated by green rectangle). After training, evoked activity persisted until the time of reward delivery (blue rectangles, left column), even on unrewarded trials (right column, time when reward would have been given indicated by thick black rectangles). (C) In Chubykin et al. (2013), rats were trained with a long interval between stimulus and reward and then treated with local injections of either IgG-saporin (to lesion cholinergic projections) or saline (control) in V1. The rats were then retrained with a short interval. Whereas the control animals were able to learn the new shortened interval, those with lesions continue to report the original timing. In both panels, the gray and blue vertical lines show the average reward-delivery times before and after lesioning, the star indicates the average reported time post-lesion, and neural interval reports are determined by a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) threshold crossing (see Chubykin et al. 2013 for details). (D) Repeated delivery of carbachol (a cholinergic agonist) after electric white matter stimulation produced a period of evoked spiking in mouse V1 slices that matched the interval between the two stimuli (electrical stimulation at time 0, CCh delivery indicated by blue rectangle, dashed lines show average scored response durations). (Data adapted from Shuler and Bear 2006 [A,B], and Chubykin et al. 2013 [C,D].)
Rodent V1 reports familiar spatiotemporal sequences

The abilities to recognize patterns in topographic mappings and to process temporal information are critical features of nervous system function (Patel et al. 2014). As we have seen, V1 can encode both spatial and associative-temporal aspects of visual experience. But can it also encode specific spatiotemporal experience? We tested this by repeatedly presenting mice with a specific temporal sequence of oriented gratings over a 4-d training period (Fig. 3A; Gavornik and Bear 2014). The sequence-evoked response magnitude increased over training days in a manner similar to that described above for SRP. If, as was the case with SRP, this potentiation represented coding only of the training sequence’s spatial content, then response magnitudes should be largely independent of the order and timing with which the sequence elements are presented. Instead, as shown in Figure 3B–D, the evoked responses were largest when the sequence elements were presented with the order and timing established during the training period; when the same visual elements were presented with a novel order or timing, evoked responses were smaller. This demonstrates that neurons in V1 can learn to recognize both the ordinal and temporal content of spatiotemporal sequences.

The ability to make accurate predictions and react before something happens confers a huge evolutionary advantage. How the brain learns to extract and recognize relevant information from temporally continuous streams of noisy sensory data, and to use this information as the basis for predictions, remains a fundamental mystery. The results described above could be explained if V1 learned to expect what it would see when. Indeed, our experiments indicate that V1 can actively predict expected visual stimuli with a high degree of temporal precision. This was demonstrated by removing a sequence element and replacing it with a gray screen. As shown in Figure 3E, the electrical current source/sink pattern evoked by an expected, but unshown, spatiotemporal sequence element is almost identical to that evoked when the stimulus is actually shown. That is, V1 is active when it expects to see a stimulus even if the stimulus is not actually shown.

As before, these findings show evidence of presumptive “higher” cortical functions that are at odds with dogma. And, as before, the possibility exists that the V1 physiology reflects learning and computations occurring elsewhere in the brain. Evidence suggests, however, that the synaptic bases of the memories constituting spatiotemporal representations also exist locally within V1. This evidence consists of monocularly separated response potentiation (i.e., learning associated with a sequence viewed through one eye does not transfer to the other eye) and the ability of pharmacological agents delivered locally to V1 to block sequence potentiation. Specifically, sequence acquisition was prevented by antagonizing muscarinic acetylcholine receptors (using scopolamine) but, surprisingly, blocking the NMDA receptors (via CPP) had no effect.

A series of contemporaneous studies also showed that V1 neurons can replay activity sequences associated with visual experience in the rat (Xu et al. 2012). In these experiments, repeated presentations of a moving spot during a single recording session created a sequential representation of the evoked activity pattern along the spot’s retinotopic trajectory. The quality of these representations, replay of which could be cued via brief flashes delivered at the stimulus trajectory starting point, depended on cortical state. In contrast to our experiments, these sequential representations were blocked by local delivery of the NMDAR antagonist APV and the speed of replay was largely independent of conditioning motion speed.

Plasticity in V1 may provide a window onto “canonical” functions of neocortex

So what are the implications of these studies? From the perspective of vision, it is too early to say. V1 plasticity provides a possible substrate for various

![Image](https://example.com/image.png)
forms of perceptual learning, a process by which experience modifies visual detection thresholds (Gilbert and Li 2012). SRP, in particular, shares many of the hallmark features of perceptual learning (Cooke and Bear 2014), and recent work has shown that modulation associated with attention and locomotion can change behaviorally assayed processing capabilities of V1 in the mouse (Ayaz et al. 2013; Pinto et al. 2013; Fu et al. 2014). Thus, physiological changes in V1 can potentially result in a materially altered visual experience.

Unanswered questions of impact on vision aside, these findings of higher order plasticity in early visual cortex support the idea that there exists some common set of algorithmic primitives responsible for learning and processing information in all areas of the neocortex. Regionally specific functional differences, in this framework, are more the consequence of anatomically determined input patterns than specialized plasticity mechanisms or intracortical circuits. That is, visual cortex is visual cortex mainly because it receives projections from the retina. If it were to receive projections from the cochlea, for example, it would acquire the properties of auditory cortex. The logical extreme of this idea is the (somewhat polarizing) argument that vision is entirely empirical (Purves and Lotto 2011).

The hypothesis of “canonical” neocortical function is one of the most enduring in neuroscience, going back at least to the time of Cajal (1899) who commented that the grossly homogeneous six-layer neocortical structure might imply a common organizational plan. This idea has subsequently been proposed as a formal framework to understand cortical function (Creutzfeldt 1977; Mountcastle 1978; Douglas et al. 1989) and has been influential in shaping how many think about the brain. Recent anatomical analysis, using modern 3D reconstruction techniques, adds quantitative heft to earlier qualitative observations by showing that stereotypic stochastic connectivity provides a sufficient basis to create locally emergent functional specificity in cortical microcircuits (Hill et al. 2012). There is also functional evidence to support this idea. Notable in the context of the thought experiment described above, barrel-like anatomical patterning can be created in cortical tissue transplanted from V1 to S1 (Schlaggar and O’Leary 1991), and auditory cortex can assume properties of the visual cortex if retinal ganglion cell projections are rerouted to the medial geniculate nucleus of the thalamus (for review, see Newton and Sur 2005). Similarly, plasticity occurring in the context of Braille learning causes nominally visual areas to acquire the properties of auditory cortex. The logical extreme of this idea is the (somewhat polarizing) argument that vision is entirely empirical (Purves and Lotto 2011).

Higher order plasticity in V1
that persists well beyond the OD critical period and supports functions not historically ascribed to V1. Accordingly, we believe that V1 is a viable model system to probe the mechanistic basis of learned higher order cortical functions and spatiotemporal memory storage in an accessible brain region.
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